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Letter to Investors
Students in Money Management (SIMM) is ending this semester on a more
conventional note, managing our portfolio and holding classes fully in person. This report
outlines the overall performance of our fund from October 1, 2021 to, March 31, 2022,
including individual sector performances highlighted by analysts, associates, and members
of SIMM. Market values are priced as of April 20, 2022, with the exception of our charts
listing current portfolio holdings and allocations. Those charts are priced as of April 24,
2022.
Students in Money Management remains one of the premier organizations in the
William E. and Ann L. Swan Business Center. Things have returned to normal, as our class
is again headquartered in the Dee Family Financial Service Lab, which has often been
referred to as the “SIMM room”. This semester we had access to various sources of
information to further our knowledge of the financial markets such as Financial Times and
Hedgeye. In SIMM we’ve had a saying the past few years, “think or swim”, which is to
encourage students to learn and utilize all the research tools at their disposal and to
continue to perform due diligence and sanity checks. Individual research better enables
students to take part in group discussions, and further equips them to educate their peers
when it’s time to analyze an investment opportunity. The wide variety of financial
information that is discussed in class not only prepares our students for the classroom but
will provide a foundation to help them thrive in the workforce.
We are actively trying to involve more members and guide the newest members
through our processes. As we remain in a transitory “rebuilding” period after COVID-19,
we have been trying to push new and returning students to improve quickly. We have
implemented a new structure to our pitches as well. With this structure, we have
emphasized valuation along with specific ways to communicate our computed values. Also,
the formatting for these pitches is now more uniform, professional, and oriented towards
important areas of discussion. As mentioned earlier, we have added Hedgeye as a resource,
which has been used to analyze current macro trends as well as closely following their
propriety Growth, Inflation, and Policy (GIP) model to analyze the best asset classes, size,
style, and equity sectors to achieve excess returns. Outside of regular class, we’ve been able
to continue holding Friday Forums via Zoom, all of which are recorded for future viewing.
Due to the previous circumstances, we were unable to have our annual fall semester trip to
New York City, however, we are hoping to be able to in Fall 2022.
We continue to innovate and enhance the portfolio. We are extremely thankful for
the support and generosity of our Advisory Board, donors, alumni, university members,
community members, and all others who have helped our organization get where it is today
and for your continued support going forward. The new management team will strive to
continue the success of the fund and leave it better than when we started.
Best regards,
Patrick Seeley & Reed Hammond
Portfolio Managers, Equity Fund
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NOTABLE EVENTS (“()”represents returns on sell transactions)
October 2021
18 Sold 115 shares of XLP at a price of $70.17 for total proceeds of $8,069.00 (-0.30%)
19 Sold 170 shares of XLU at a price of $65.65 for total proceeds of $11,160.40 (4.40%)
19 Bought 75 shares of ETN for a total cost of $12,093.85
26 Bought 90 shares of JPM for a total cost of $15,390.00
November 2021
1 Bought 14 shares of DELL for a total cost of $1,540.00
16 Sold 43 shares of CMPS at a price of $34.91 for total proceeds of $1,501.00 (-16.84%)
16 Bought 300 shares of FUBO for a total cost of $7,284.00
16 Sold 150 shares of BETZ at a price of $28.44 for total proceeds of $4,266.00 (-11.13%)
22 Bought 70 shares of GDRX for a total cost of $2,624.00
23 Bought 64 shares of GDRX for a total cost of $2,350.00

December 2021
31 Sold 300 shares of FUBO at a price of $15.98 for total proceeds of $4,894.00 (-32.81%)
31 Sold 40 shares of MDT at a price of $104.03 for total proceeds of $4,161.00 (-10.27%)
January 2022
4 Sold 220 shares of JD at a price of $65.14 for total proceeds of $14,332.00 (56.72%)
5 Sold 204 shares of GDRX at a price of $28.55 for total proceeds of $5,824.00 (17.09%)
6 Sold 896 shares of TLRY at a price of $6.54 for total proceeds of $5,861.00 (50.36%)
6 Sold 38 shares of FINX at a price of $38.00 for total proceeds of $1,444.00 (-9.99%)
14 Sold 75 shares of HD at an average price of $375.07 for total proceeds of $28,131.00 (76.89%)
20 Sold 22 shares of NXPI at a price of $199.53 for total proceeds of $4,390.00 (-3.64%)
20 Sold 100 share of DIS at an average price of $147.46 for total proceeds of $14,747.00 (39.03%)
21 Sold 39 shares of BA at an average price of $206.68 for total proceeds of $8,061.00 (46.27%)
21 Sold 10 shares of AMZN at an average price of $2,993.21 for total proceeds of $29,924.00
(84.23%)
24 Sold 90 shares of JPM at a price of $144.00 for total proceeds of $12,960.00 (-15.79)
24 Sold 75 shares of ETN at an average price of $156.31 for total proceeds of $11,722.00 (-3.08%)
24 Sold 206 shares of AAPL at an average price of $159.52 for total proceeds of $32,891.00
(55.36%)
27 Bought 150 shares of GLD for a total cost of $25,104.00
February 2022
8 Bought 125 shares of BABA for a total cost of $15,140.00
23 Bought 45 shares of UNH for a total cost of $20,861.00
24 Sold 126 shares of PEP at an average price of $163.05 for total proceeds of $20,543.00 (52.43%)
March 2022
8 Bought 70 shares of NEP for a total cost of $5,619.00
8 Bought 16 shares of SBNY for a total cost of $4,681.00
9 Sold 66 shares of UCO at an average price of $164.08 for total proceeds of $10,837.00 (924.29%)
17 Sold 80 shares of RS at a price of $190.00 for total proceeds of $15,200.00 (30.51%)
21 Bought 15 shares of CAG for a total cost of $479.00
29 Bought 45 shares of PARA for a total cost of $1713.00
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Portfolio Holdings:
Symbol

Name

Total Shares

Market Value

% Portfolio

Builders First Source Inc.

70

$4,501.00

0.82%

STZ

Constellation Brands, Inc. Class A

27

$6,955.20

1.26%

BRK.B

Berkshire Hathaway Inc. Class B

67

$23,434.59

4.24%

Conagra Brands Inc

630

$23,146.20

4.19%

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd

125

$11,371.25

2.06%

CVS

CVS Health Corp

73

$7,765.74

1.41%

GLD

SPDR Gold Trust

150

$27,337.50

4.95%

Dollar General Corp.

110

$28,355.80

5.13%

EssilorLuxottica Unsponsored ADR

130

$12,032.80

2.18%

FINX

Global X FinTech ETF

60

$1,791.00

0.32%

AAPL

42

$7,052.64

1.28%

LQD

Apple Inc.
iShares iBoxx $ Inv Grade Corporate
Bond ETF

129

$14,788.56

2.68%

IWM

iShares Russell 2000 ETF

137

$27,837.03

5.04%

SHY

iShares 1-3 Year Treasury Bond ETF

90

$7,471.80

1.35%

NEP

NextEra Energy Partners LP

70

$5,289.20

0.96%

NXPI

NXP Semiconductors NV

44

$7,983.80

1.44%

Oersted A/S

55

$6,604.40

1.20%

QQQ

Invesco QQQ Trust Series 1

121

$41,614.32

7.53%

UNH

UnitedHealth Group Inc
ProShares High Yield Interest Rate
ETF

45

$24,403.50

4.42%

180

$11,152.80

2.02%

Raytheon Technologies Corp

167

$17,523.31

3.17%

Signature Bank

16

$4,724.48

0.85%

SPY

SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust

89

$39,730.49

7.19%

SQ

Square Inc

72

$8,608.32

1.56%

VanEck Steel ETF

190

$13,144.20

2.38%

BLDR

CAG
BABA

DG
ESLOY

DOGEF

HYHG
RTX
SBNY

SLX
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VWOB

Vanguard Emerging Markets Govt
Bd Idx ETF

96

$6,430.08

1.16%

Xcel Energy Inc

150

$11,283.00

2.04%

$154,664.19

27.99%

$552,228.27

100.00%

Return to Benchmark
8.75%
-2.54%
2.02%
-7.35%
2.85%
6.73%

Return to S&P 500
6.70%
-0.90%
3.50%
-5.50%
-3.20%
3.80%

XEL
Cash

Cash
Total Equities and Fixed Income
Securities

Fund Performance:
Date
31-Oct-21
30-Nov-21
31-Dec-21
31-Jan-22
28-Feb-22
31-Mar-22

$
$
$
$
$
$

Value of Portfolio
538,404.98
585,205.52
560,500.36
557,144.23
561,362.08
578.760.72

Return to Portfolio
4.60%
-1.90%
1.30%
-6.00%
0.80%
3.10%

The chart and graph below show our portfolio outperforming the Benchmark in 2 of the last 6
months and outperforming the S&P 500 in 1 of the last 6 months.
Month

Portfolio
Benchmark
S&P 500

Oct-21

Nov-21

Dec-21

Jan-22

Feb-22

Mar-22

4.60%
8.75%
6.70%

-1.90%
-2.54%
-0.90%

1.30%
2.02%
3.50%

-6.00%
-7.35%
-5.50%

0.80%
2.85%
-3.20%

3.10%
6.76%
3.80%

The chart below shows overall returns for the last six months. Additionally, we
underperformed our current Portfolio CAPM of 9.72% by 2.93%. Our Portfolio CAPM was
computed using the 10-year U.S. Treasury Yield for the risk-free rate, an imputed average
market return of 10%, and our calculated portfolio beta.
We attribute underperformance to not being able to monitor the portfolio in the winter
months (December-January), issues regarding stop-losses, and due to a smaller, generally less
experienced class.

Portfolio
1.19%

1 Year Return
Benchmark
1.67%

S&P 500
9.99%

Portfolio
CAPM
9.72%
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The following 6-month, 1-year, 3-year, and 5-year charts show the growth of a dollar if invested
in our portfolio compared to our blended benchmark and the S&P 500, continued from inception.
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Portfolio Allocation
Size/Style

Size/Style Weight

Quad 4
Benchmark

Over/(Under)

Size/Style $

Large Growth

14.44%

18.00%

-3.58%

$76,795.04

Large Core

2.46%

12.00%

-9.54%

$13,095.70

Large Value

14.89%

27.00%

-12.11%

$79,307.47

Mid Growth

0.00%

6.50%

-6.50%

$0.00

Mid Core

0.77%

6.50%

-5.73%

$4,085.28

Mid Value

4.22%

13.00%

-8.78%

$22,472.60

Small Growth

0.90%

5.00%

-4.10%

$4,767.00

Small Core

0.00%

5.00%

-5.00%

$0.00

Small Value

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

$0.00

Mixed

33.31%

$177,370.77

Cash

29.04%

$154,664.19

Total:

100.00%

93.00%

-55.35%

$546,346.65

In SIMM, a lot of our holdings hit their stop losses throughout late December and early January.
As a result, we were left with a lot of cash on hand. We have been using the Hedgeye Quad
Model to research securities that perform well during the period of deflation we are
experiencing. We have invested more into Staples and Utilities rather than Tech and
Discretionary. The managers got together and came up with new benchmarks based on what
environment the economy is in.
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Instrument

Instrument Weight

Quad 4
Benchmark

Over/(Under)

Instrument $

Equity
ETF
ETF-FI

37.05%
26.46%
7.44%

72.00%
10.00%
13.00%

-34.97%
16.45%
-5.55%

$196,996.65
$140,736.19
$39,653.30

Cash
Family
Business
Total:

29.05%

5.00%

24.07%

$154,664.19

100.00%

100.00%

0.00%

$13,778.48.48
$545,815.41

Our Equity allocation is primarily in securities, ETFs, and cash. This leaves us with our total
assets amounting to $565,477.82.
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Sector
Financial
Fixed Income
Utilities
Industrial
Materials
Consumer Discretionary
Technology
Healthcare
Consumer Staples
Mixed
Cash

Sector Weight
6.65%
7.45%
2.13%
5.14%
7.15%
2.00%
2.67%
7.87%
10.56%
19.30%
29.07%
100.00%

Quad 4
Benchmark
5.00%
13.00%
7.00%
10.00%
3.00%
11.00%
9.00%
12.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
100.00%

Over/(Under)
1.65%
-5.55%
-4.87%
-4.86%
4.15%
-9.00%
-6.33%
-4.13%
-4.44%
9.30%
24.07%

Sector $
$35,403.76
$39,639.90
$11,352.25
$27,325.06
$38,059.20
$10,643.75
$14,206.48
$41,859.29
$56,206.06
$102,676.19
$154,664.19
$545,815.41

The chart above shows our current equity fund sector breakdown. We are most heavily invested in
Consumer Staples and Healthcare making up portfolio weights of 10.48% and 7.88%, respectively. Much
of our weighting are calculated based on the Quad Model, as we believe we are in a period of Deflation
(Quad 4) where Consumer Staples, Healthcare, and Utilities generally outperform while Tech and
Financials generally underperform.
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Family
Business
Senior Analyst:
Joshua Bannon
Analyst(s):
Pierce Green
Mike Huether
Jack Putney
Holdings:
Berkshire Hathaway Inc. Class B
(BRK.B)
Market Price: $346.40
Purchase Price: $173.40
Period Return: 22.67%
Years Owned: 1.95
Sector Weight: 28.90%
Dell Technologies Inc. (DELL)
Market Price: $47.79
Purchase Price: $54.61
Period Return: (13.85%)
Years Owned: 0.46
Sector Weight: 4.65%
VMWare, Inc. (VMW)
Market Price: $111.67
Purchase Price: $134.87
Period Return: (28.86%)
Years Owned: 0.46
Sector Weight: 4.64%
Paramount Global Class B (PARA)
Market Price: $36.31
Purchase Price: $38.07
Period Return: (6.64%)
Years Owned: 0.06
Sector Weight: 11.35%
Tyson Foods, Inc. (TSN)
Market Price: $97.49
Purchase Price: $61.14
Period Return: 19.70%
Years Owned: 1.44
Sector Weight: 13.54%
Walmart, Inc. (WMT)
Market Price: $159.63.66
Purchase Price: $119.67
Period Return: 10.02%
Years Owned: 2.51

Sector Weight: 16.38%
Benchmark:
SPY (0.46%)

Sector Review:
The Family Business fund has seen solid double digit returns from many of its’
holdings over this 6-month period that has faced several ups and downs in the overall
markets.
Berkshire Hathaway Inc. (BRK.B) – continues to lead the Family Business fund in
weight and provide substantial returns throughout the course of these past 6 months.
Recently, Warren Buffet has announced that he has no plans of stepping down as CEO
and they have been rumored to buy Alleghany Corporation which specialize in
property and casualty insurance operations. The Alleghany Corp. acquisition along
with the considerable $8 billion stake in Occidental Petroleum, we remain optimistic on
our continuing capitalization of returns in Berkshire Hathaway.
Dell Technologies Inc. (DELL) – has faced numerous amounts of pressure concerning
the PC market as they continue to search for ways to place themselves ahead of their
competitors. The stock price of Dell also may be experiencing a decrease due to the
recent spin-off with VMWare. Despite that, Dell offers a very attractive hybrid-cloud
solution that provides consumers with flexibility in their workspaces. Dell
Technologies and VMWare can look to rebound their stock price in the months to
come with their ample room to grow in the services and software aspects of the Global
IT market.
Paramount Global Class B (PARA) – formerly known as ViacomCBS (VIAC) is the
fund’s latest addition to the portfolio. Paramount Global has recently acquired Pluto
TV which carries high growth and revenue projections for the respective streaming
service. Furthermore, with its semi-recent release of streaming service, Paramount +,
they look to continue to grow and expand as they come off their best streaming
subscriber growth in Q4 2021.

Tyson Foods, Inc. (TSN) – is an american multinational corporation that
operates in the food industry and is the world’s second largest processor and
marketer of meat products. Tyson Foods has yielded fantastic returns since our
original buy date and as we currently face periods of increasing inflation there
has been no signs of returns slowing down. We are looking forward to Tyson’s
Q2 earnings report on May 9th, 2022.
Walmart, Inc. (WMT) – like Tyson Foods, Inc., the American multinational
retail corporation is showing their strong resilience as they continue to thrive
during these periods of high inflation recently hitting a new 52-week high of
$158.41 a couple of weeks ago. Within these recent weeks, Walmart has named
John Rainey as the new CFO and is assumed to take the position in June.
Walmart, Inc. prevails itself as a hold for the future of the fund demonstrating a
strong growth and dividend play.
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Financials
Senior Analyst: Mitch Wambach
Analyst(s): Mark Belles, Ryan
Burns, Jack Kenny, Sean Westley
Portfolio Weight:
6.90%
Holding(s):
Berkshire Hathaway Inc.
(BRK.B)
Market Price: $348.68
Purchase Price: $174.40
Period Return: 31.02%
Years Owned: 2
Portfolio Weight: 4.14%
Block, Inc. (SQ)
Market Price: $125.38
Purchase Price: $249.05
Period Return: (44.29%)
Time Owned: 1
Portfolio Weight: 1.02%
Signature Bank (SBNY)
Market Price: $288.54
Purchase Price: $291.41
Period Return: 6.44%
Years Owned: Less than one
month
Portfolio Weight: 0.82%
Global X FinTech ETF (FINX)
Market Price: $30.25
Purchase Price: $42.22
Period Return: (32.86%)
Time Owned: 2.5
Portfolio Weight: 0.32%
Benchmark Period: 1.84%

Sector Review:
Berkshire Hathaway Inc. (BRK.B) – Berkshire Hathaway has had a very
solid year. Berkshire Hathaway was one of the only stocks in the
financial sector that had a positive period return. Warren Buffet
continued to invest in 136.1 million shares of Occidental Petroleum
worth $7.9 billion and acquired a $1 billion stake in Activision
Blizzard. Warren Buffet continues to lead the company down the right
path with the portfolio seeing 31.02% of gains in the last period.
Block (SQ) – Block, Inc. has had a downward type of year. In November
2021, the stock dropped to about 18.1% because of the market drop of
Bitcoin and the disappointing Q3 earnings report. After Block hit a year
low of $97.12, Block, Inc started to come out with new innovations and
opportunities that helped grow the stock. Square released a new
generation that can take payments with built in apple pay. Analysts are
expecting squares price target to raise from $119.54 to $212.76 in 2023.
We are very confident that Square will bounce back from the huge loss
from the late 2021 and crush earnings in the future.
Signature Bank (SBNY)- New to the financial sector, Signature Bank
started out with a downward slope to the start of April 2022. The stock
began to rise after the federal reserve started to increase the interest rates.
Signature Bank came out with quarterly earnings of $5.30 per share
comparing to $3.24 of last years quarter earnings. Although Signature
Bank underperformed in the market this year, we can expect the shares to
outperform the market in the near future.
Global X FinTech ETF (FINX)- FINX allows us to grow our exposure
across many different companies within the financial sector and an
ability to be in a fund that looks to find innovation for the new world of
digital, decentralized finance.
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Fixed Income
Senior Analyst: Mitch
Wambach
Analyst(s): Mark Belles, Ryan
Burns, Jack Kenny, Sean
Westley
Portfolio Weight:
7.06%
Holding(s):
iShares 1-3 Year Treasury
Bond ETF (SHY)
Market Price: $83.02
Purchase Price: $84.56
Period Return: (3.3%)
Years Owned: 13.63
Portfolio Weight: 1.33%
iShares iBoxx $ Inv Grade
Corporate Bond ETF (LQD)
Market Price: $113.79
Purchase Price: $118.70
Period Return: (10.4%)
Years Owned: 2.97
Portfolio Weight: 2.61%
ProShares High Yield Interest
Rate Hedged (HYHG)
Market Price: $61.79
Purchase Price: $62.90
Period Return: (0.60%)
Years Owned: 0.95
Portfolio Weight: 1.98%
Vanguard Emerging Markets
Government Bond (VWOB)
Market Price: $66.73
Purchase Price: $76.63
Period Return: (12.7%)
Years Owned: 3.97

Sector Review:

iShares 1-3 Year Treasury Bond ETF has been in our portfolio for about 14
years. The iShares 1-3 Year Treasury Bond ETF seeks to track the investment
results of an index composed of U.S. Treasury bonds with remaining
maturities between one and three years. SHY provides exposure to short-term
U.S. treasury bonds. This provides targeted access to a specific segment of the
U.S. Treasury Market.
iShares iBoxx was one of our best performing fixed income stocks but has
been on a bullish trend the past year. The past year total return is down about
9% while the past 3-year return is at just under 2%. It is seen as a good time to
buy into this stock right now therefore we do not anticipate a sale anywhere in
the immediate future.

The ProShares High Yield Interest Rate Hedged (HYHG) has brought the
fund a relatively small loss of -1.63% in the last period. The asset tracks the
FTSE High Yield Index and seeks to hedge high yield bonds against the
potential negative impact of rising Treasury interest rates by taking short
positions in U.S. Treasury futures. It is down 23.18% all-time.
Vanguard Emerging Markets Government Bond (VWOB) has moved form a
gain to a loss in the last period. It offers diversification in the sector by
tracking the performance of emerging markets. VWOB has a dividend yield of
4.74%.

Benchmark Period: -7.5%
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Healthcare
Senior Analyst: Matthew Wrobel
Analyst(s): James J, Elias K, Hunter E,
Wyatt H, Jace F
Portfolio Weight:
7.72%
Current Holdings:
CVS Health Corp (CVS)
Market Price: $103.78
Purchase Price: $65.44
% Gain: 58.36%
Period Return: 20.59%
Years Owned: 3.18
Portfolio Weight: 1.35%
Essilor Luxottica (ESLOY)
Market Price: $89.15
Purchase Price: $73.93
% Gain: 20.50%
Period Return: -5.19%
Years Owned: 2.49
Portfolio Weight: 2.06%
UnitedHealth Group Inc (UNH)
Market Price: $538.60
Purchase Price: $463.72
% Gain: 16.15%
Period Return: 16.15%
Years Owned: 0.15
Portfolio Weight: 4.31%
Past Holdings:
Medtronic PLC (MDT)
Market Price: $104.03
Purchase Price: $115.83
% Loss: -10.19%
Years Owned: 1.12
Sale Date: December 31st
Compass Pathways PLC (CMPS)
Market Price: $36.94
Purchase Price: $42.00
% Loss -12.05%
Years owned: 0.66
Sale Date: March 22nd and November 16th
Tilray Inc. (TLRY)
Market Price: $6.54
Purchase Price: $3.36
% Gain: 94.64%
Years Owned: 2.33
Sale Date: January 6th
GoodRx (GDRX)
Market Price: $28.55
Purchase Price: $37.12
% Loss -23.09%
Years Owned: 0.12
Sale Date: January 5th
Benchmark:
XLV
Period Return: 7.5%

Sector Review:

Over the past six months, UnitedHealth and CVS Health have outperformed both
our XLV benchmark and S&P 500. The overall healthcare industry has continued to
perform slightly above the S&P 500 largely in part from investments into companies
creating resources, tests, vaccines, and distributions of these vaccines. Great earnings
amongst our holdings have also greatly contributed to outperforming the S&P 500
throughout this time span.
UnitedHealth Group Inc is our newest holding in healthcare and is off to a fantastic
start. Through two months of holding UNH, their shares have a gain of 16.15%.
UnitedHealth is the world's largest healthcare company by revenue. UnitedHealth
Group generates revenue from a variety of sources, including premiums on risk-based
products, fees from various services, sales on healthcare products, and services and
investment. UnitedHealthcare offers cheaper plans than some of its competitors given
comparable deductibles, thanks to a larger network of physicians and other medical
clients. UnitedHealth Group primarily generates revenue through its premiums, its
fees for various medical and consulting services, and sales of medical products and
services.
EssilorLuxottica has been a steady part of our Healthcare Sector for the last two
years now with a 20.50% gain. The eyewear giant owns or has the right to produce
glasses for brands including Chanel, Prada, Giorgio Armani, Burberry, Versace,
Dolce, Ray-Ban, Persol, and Oakley. The investment thesis behind the purchase was
the monopolistic hold they have on the eyewear industry, strong growth in Asia, and
growing e-commerce sales. With EssilorLuxottica controlling over 95% of the
eyewear industry, this gives them pricing power and little to no competition. We
believe the company will continue to sustain growth after announcing their new
partnership with Facebook to create their first line of Smart Glasses under the RayBan brand. ESLOY had its best quarter of the year in quarter four and had all regions
exceeding its pre-pandemic revenue. ESLOY has a favorable long-term outlook as
projected annual revenue growth from 2022 to 2026 is in the mid-single digits.
CVS Health Corporation continues to be a big winner after being a big winner for
us last period. They hit an all-time high during the period and are on the verge of
eclipsing it again. CVS’s recent acquisition of health insurance provider Aetna has
been a reason for growth. The acquisition allowed for increased margins and new
business segments. The main synergy opportunity is to lower health plan costs by
opening “Health HUB” pharmacies. These hubs include expanded CVS
MinuteClinics staffed with nurse practitioners, while pharmacists have larger roles
such as advising patients on health needs like blood glucose measurements for
customers with diabetes. CVS expects to lower costs as hubs handle services
typically done in pricier settings such as emergency rooms or hospital-affiliated
urgent care centers. CVS increased their annual shareholder dividend by 10% starting
this past February. In addition, their fourth quarter and full year revenues were up
10.1% and 8.7% respectively.
Since November 16th, we have sold out of four holdings in the Healthcare Sector.
We have realized losses on three of these holdings. Medtronic (MDT), Compass
Pathways (CMPS), and GoodRx (GDRX) all sold due to their stop losses.
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Consumer
Staples
Senior Analyst:
Matthew Wrobel
Analyst(s): James J, Elias K,
Hunter E, Wyatt H, Jace F
Portfolio Weight:
10.26%
Current Holdings:
Constellation Brands (STZ)
Market Price: $254.81
Purchase Price: $190.35
% Gain: 33.68%
Years Owned: 3.04
Period Return: -8.21%
Portfolio Weight: 1.22%
Dollar General (DG)
Market Price: $253.85
Purchase Price: $161.14
% Gain: 57.53%
Years Owned: 2.47
Period Return: 5.58%
Portfolio Weight: 4.97%
Conagra Brands (CAG)
Market Price: $36.18
Purchase Price: $31.95
% Gain: 13.71%
Years Owned: 0.08
Period Return: 13.71%
Portfolio Weight: 4.07%
Past Holdings:
PepsiCo (PEP)
Market Price: $163.07
Purchase Price: $106.85
% Gain: 52.62%
Years Owned: 3.37
Consumer Staples Select
Sector SPDR Fund (XLP)
Market Price: $70.17
Purchase Price: $70.37
% Loss: -.28%
Years Owned: 0.42
Benchmark:
XLP
Period Return: 8.3%

Sector Review:
The past six months, the Consumer Staples sector has outperformed the S&P
500. Dollar General and Constellation Brands has performed quite relative to the XLP
benchmark of 8.3%. Consumer Staples is typically less sensitive to business cycles
than the S&P and outperforms in economic downturns. Therefore, it had initially
outperformed the S&P during the beginning of the COVID-19 crisis and bear markets.
If extreme volatility remains constant or inflation continues to spike, we will likely see
another outperformance in staples compared to the rest of the market. In addition to
XLP outperforming the S&P 500, a majority of our holdings have still performed
relative to the benchmark during this period.
Conagra Brands makes and sells food products under various brand names
through supermarkets, restaurants, and food service establishments. Conagra has many
brands including Slim Jim, Duncan Hines, Healthy Choice, Marie Callender’s, and
numerous other notable brands. Only two years before, then-named ConAgra Foods
was a sprawling $18-billion conglomerate of private label and branded consumer
products struggling to drive growth across diverse businesses. A complete company
transformation was needed. Today, after that transformation, Conagra Brands is an $8
billion “pure-play” branded consumer products company.
Dollar General offers a broad selection of merchandise, including consumable
items, seasonal items, home products and apparel. As of July 30, 2021, they have
17,663 stores in 46 States. Dollar General is upgrading select stores with fresh produce
and coolers as part of the DG Fresh initiative. They are also experimenting with a new
store focused on urban consumers called DGX. The DGX stores have readily available
food so busy customers can grab what they need and go. Dollar General has seen
growth during the bull market and hit an all-time high during the period. Throughout
the COVID-19 crisis DG has seen growth through increased demand for cheap
consumer goods. Even as inflation continues to be a concern, Dollar General could still
experience growth in sales as customers cut discretionary spending and spend more at
discount retailers.
Constellation Brands is a leading international producer and marketer of beer,
wine, and spirits. In April, we sold out of part of our position in order to realize a gain
of over 26% and to mitigate risk from an ongoing lawsuit with Anheuser-Busch.
Anheuser-Busch accused Constellations of violating a license agreement that prohibits
selling non-corona beer products. Constellation Brands has been selling Corona
Seltzers in the US which why the lawsuit is in place Despite the lawsuit, CEO
William A. Newlands expects this “to go down in flames.” Due to restaurant closures
throughout Covid-19, sales in the wine and spirits division have seen recent lag.
However, Constellation Brands has seen significant growth from their Mexican beer
business segment including Modelo Especial, Corona Premier, Corona Refresca, and
Corona Seltzer. Constellation Brands is trying to divest out of their lower-end wine
and spirit portfolio. An example of this is the sale of Black Velvet Canadian Whiskey
to Heaven Hill in a deal worth $266 million.
We sold out of PepsiCo for a realized gain of 52.62% due to its stop loss and a
16
.28% loss from XLP during this period.
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Technology
Senior Analyst: LJ Bennett
Analyst(s): Patrick Cuddy. Sam
Deni, Brooke Jupinka, Evan
Nugent
Portfolio Weight:
2.61%
Holding(s):
Apple Inc (AAPL)
Market Price: $170.40
Purchase Price: $99.36
Period Return: 12.81%
Years Owned: 8
Portfolio Weight 1.27%
NXP Semiconductors NV
(NXPI)
Market Price: $171.03
Purchase Price: $207.70
Period Return: -10.72%
Time Owned: 7 months
Portfolio Weight: 2.42%
Overall Sector Return: 2.09%
Benchmark:
Technology Select Sector SPDR
Fund (XLK)
Period Return: -6.66%

Sector Review:
These past 6-months we've seen Technology stocks take a turn to the downside.
This most likely happened because of the uncertainty of interest rates that the
Federal Reserve had to put into place. Other than that, APPL has been making its
way back to the upside versus NXPI which has been having some trouble finding a
support level.
Apple Inc (AAPL) – Even though the market has been rocky for the past few
months, Apple has found a support level and began trending towards the upside.
Apple is down around 2% since the beginning of the year, but if you compare their
return this year to the years 2021 and 2022 they performed better in quarter 1 than
in both years. Apple is currently performing better than its other mega-cap tech
companies, such as Amazon and Facebook. Apple also beat its earnings with
earnings per diluted share of 2.10 and a revenue report of $123.94 billion in quarter
1. These numbers reflected Apple to return nearly $27 billion to shareholders
during this quarter. What made this possible was customers reacted positively when
Apple is launching new products and services to the public. This drove the growth
in revenue and earnings, which made Apple able to reach an all-time high in
December at $182.94. Apple is currently seeing the highest revenue in the secondhighest revenue growth in their wearables, home, and accessories with an increase
of 11.86%. With such growth, this company is truly promising for the upcoming
years and to be one of the technology companies on top.
NXP Semiconductors NV (NXPI) - NXP Semiconductors is a semiconductor
company based in the Netherlands which produces semiconductors worldwide, but
mainly in Asia. NXP Semiconductors focuses on enabling a smarter, safer, and
more sustainable world through innovation. They are also pushing their boundaries
in the automotive, mobile, industrial, and communications markets. NXPI has taken
a tumble since we purchased the stock but that isn’t because of the company's
performance. NXPI has beaten their quarter 4 earnings with earnings per diluted
share of 3.20 and revenue of 3.04 billion. CEO Kurt Sievers mentioned that NXP's
strategy is to continue to focus on strong governance and innovation systems that
would lead to success and long-term profitable growth for investors. Even though
the stock chart might not reflect the company's growth, they look promising in the
long term.
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Consumer
D scret onary
Senior Analyst: LJ Bennett
Analyst(s): Patrick Cuddy. Sam
Deni, Brooke Jupinka, Evan
Nugent
Portfolio Weight:
2.14%
Holding(s):
Alibaba Group Holding Ltd
(BABA)
Market Price: $95.49
Purchase Price: $121.14
Period Return: -44.76%
Years Owned: 2 months
Portfolio Weight 2.14%
CD Sector Return:
-44.76%
Benchmark:
Consumer Discretionary Select
Sector SPDR Fund (XLY)
Period Return: -6.96%

Sector Review:
Consumer Discretionary stocks have taken a tumble towards the downside for the
past 6-months, mainly because of the uncertainty of the Federal Reserve’s policy. For
the sake of our holding BABA, the stock is dropping mainly due to missed earnings
and China’s regulators beginning to crack down on Chinese e-commerce and
technology giants.
Alibaba Group Holding Ltd (BABA) – With the uncertainty of the Chinese
government and its crackdown on technology companies, Alibaba’s stock
performance fluctuated in recent months. Until the middle of march, Alibaba had
been on a downward trend with a 52-week low of $73.28, but due to rumors of the
Chinese government easing restrictions and its lockdown on big technology
companies, Alibaba saw a 37% increase in a single day. This increase helped give the
company promise and hinted that its bearish trend could be coming to a halt, and
since then its stock price has been relatively stable. China’s ongoing battle with
Covid-19 has limited the potential and growth of Alibaba, but its continuously
growing consumer base and its position in their economy set a solid infrastructure for
long-term growth.
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Basic Materials
Senior Analyst: Patrick Mann
Analyst(s): Nick Krause, Mike
Driscoll, Justin Schultz, Carter
Raymond, Dimitre Fabre
Portfolio Weight: 7.22%
Holding(s):
(SLX)
Security Name: VanEck Vectors
Steel ETF
Market Price: $70.19
Purchase Price: $23.30 Gain:
199.14%
Years Owned: 1.95 years
Period Return: 22.12%
Portfolio Weight: 2.36%
(GLD)
Security Name: SPDR Gold Trust
Market Price: $181.82
Purchase Price: $167.34
% Gain: 8.93%
Years Owned: 0.22 years
Period Return: 8.93%
Portfolio Weight: 4.86%
(BLDR)
Security Name: Builders FirstSource
Inc
Market Price: $63.67
Purchase Price: $59.86 Gain: 5.90%
Years Owned: 0.04 years
Period Return: 5.90%
Portfolio Weight: 0.79%
Benchmark: XLB
Period Return: 10.84%

Sector Review:
Over the past 6 months, we seen impressive gains from
our long-term holdings (SLX) along with notable momentum in
our newly acquired short term positions (GLD and BLDR.) We
also sold reliance steel (RS) for a gain of $15,200, along with
XLU for a gain of $11,160.
VanEck Vectors Steel ETF (SLX) has continued to
perform significantly well over the past year, almost doubling the
price appreciation of the S&P 500 benchmark XLB. SLX seeks
to replicate as closely as possible, before fees and expenses, the
price and yield performance of the NYSE® Arca Steel Index™
(the “Steel Index”). They use a passive approach and invest 80%
of its total assets into common stocks and depositary receipts of
companies within the steel sector.
We also committed to reinvestment into considerable
position in GLD (4.86% of the overall portfolio), as the current
climate of the market and economy harbors the growth of safehaven assets. We have seen a sizeable return for this investment
considering the period held, as we have seen the overall global
climate tension and the flow of assets starting to tighten.
Finally, our most recent investment within the basic
materials sector is our investment into BLDR. Builders First
Source Inc. “manufactures and supplies building materials,
manufactured components, and construction services to
professional homebuilders, sub-contractors, remodelers, and
consumers in the United States.” With their largest business
division being lumber, and lumbers spot price just recently
reaching a short-term low point, we were able to stake our
position in the company and realize short term gains (5.90%.)
We believe in the continued growth of this company.
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Industrials
Senior Analyst: Patrick
Mann
Analyst(s): Nick Krause,
Mike Driscoll, Justin
Schultz, Carter Raymond,
Dimitre Fabre
Portfolio Weight:
Holding(s):
(RTX)
Raytheon Technologies Corp
Market Price: $104.27
Purchase Price: $73.51
% Gain: 40.54%
Years Owned: 1.12
Period Return: 20.2%
Portfolio Weight: 3.10%
Benchmark:
Utilities Select Sector
SPDR Fund ETF (XLU)
Period Return: 14.85%

Sector Review:
Industrials currently has a position in Raytheon Technologies Corp
(RTX), which has performed at an impressive rate compared to the Industrials
Sector Select. In total, we saw a 20.2% gain in the security during the past six
months. Compared to the Industrials benchmark return of 5.1%, Raytheon
performed exceptionally. A major reason for this performance is the United
States Department of Defense utilizing Raytheon’s technology during the
ongoing Russian invasion of Ukraine.
A major catalyst for the original purchase of Raytheon was the strong
free cash flows of the defense industry, especially during the pandemic, to
prevent the company from accumulating too much debt in their aerospace
divisions (defense contracts make up 55% of sales for RTX.) Raytheon has
continued to see massive growth over the past six months and has become a
central piece of the defense contracts of the United States.
Our shares of Boeing (BA) sold on January 21st, bringing in $7,061.00
to our cash portfolio. At the time the shares were sold, the market price was
$206.70. Currently, Boeings market price is at $185.98. Boeing has seen a
consistent bearish pattern due to the rising costs in travel, and the multiple
plane crashes a few of their planes have been involved with, causing volume
in the stock’s trade to decrease.
The Industrials sector continues to surge forward with the ending of
Covid-19 restrictions. In addition, our position in Raytheon outperformed the
benchmark index. As for the industry, we have seen growth over the past six
months and are expecting to see things continue to trend upward over the
course of the summer as Covid-19 restrictions continue to cease. We remain
bullish on our current holdings and will look to increase our portfolio weight
over the next six months.
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Utilities
Senior Analyst: Patrick

Mann
Analyst(s): Nick Krause,
Mike Driscoll, Justin
Schultz, Carter Raymond,
Dimitre Fabre
Portfolio Weight:
4.21%
Holding(s):
(DOGEF)
Security Name: Oersted A/S
Market Price: $118.00
Purchase Price: $78.50
% Gain: 49.95%
Years Owned: 3.04
Period Return: -3.49%
Portfolio Weight: 3.3%
(NEP)
Security Name: NextEra
Energy Partners LP
Market Price: $74.85
Purchase Price: $80.40
% Gain: -6.55%
Years Owned: 0.12
Period Return: 8.00%
Portfolio Weight: 0.9%
(XEL)
Xcel Energy Inc
Market Price: $74.82
Purchase Price: $51.09
% Gain: 46.67%
Years Owned: 4.37
Period Return: 13.37%
Portfolio Weight: 2.0%
Benchmark:
Utilities Select Sector
SPDR Fund ETF (XLU)
Period Return: 14.85%

Sector Review:
Over the past 6 months, the utilities sector has seen solid gains.
Our current holdings NextEra Energy Partners (NEP), and Xcel
Energy Inc (XEL) have performed quite well in the rocky market we
are experiencing. With inflation raising the price of practically
everything, people still need utilities and energy even if those prices
have increased as well. Though, one of our holdings, Oersted A/S
(DOGEF) has been underperforming the market and has been
experiencing a steady decline. We don’t think this trend will continue
forever, but to be on the safe side, a portion of these shares were sold
on a cost-basis when purchasing shares of Builders FirstSource Inc
(BLDR).
NextEra Energy Partners (NEP) entered our portfolio in the
beginning of March. NextEra Energy Partners acquires, manages, and
owns contracted clean energy projects with stable, long-term cash
flows. It is currently down a bit over 6% since our purchase of it. We
are not fearful for this, as our research showed us their long-term
potential, also hinting that they are quite undervalued.
Xcel Energy has continued to prove it is a solid investment, up
over 10% year to date. Runaway prices stemming from supply chain
disruption amid to Russia and Ukraine conflict help to contribute to
this. In mid-October, the utilities sector sold out of the Utilities Select
Sector SPDR Fund ETF (XLU). It is the benchmark for utilities. The
Utilities Select Sector SPDR® Fund seeks to provide investment
results that, before expenses, correspond generally to the price and
yield performance of the Utilities Select Sector Index (the “Index”).
The index represents the utilities sector of the S&P 500.We sold out of
completely and was sold with $11,160 in profit.
The Utilities sector continues to push for green energy as
societal views are changing to support clean energy and lower
emissions, which benefits XEL and DOGEF. We are bullish on the
Utilities sector in the next term and expect green energy companies to
continue to be on the rise.
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SIMM Blended Benchmark: The SIMM Blended Benchmark, or Benchmark, is a mix of equity
and fixed income ETFs (Exchange Traded Funds) as well as a money market fund that pays
similar yields to those in which the SIMM fund earns. The Benchmark is adjusted monthly based
on the holdings in the SIMM fund on the last day of each prior month. The Benchmark consists
of 9 equity ETFs and 6 fixed income ETFs. The equity ETFs are broken down into size (Small, Mid
and Large Cap) and Style (Growth, Core and Value). The fixed income ETFs are broken down
into issuer (Government and Corporate) and interest rate sensitivity (Short, Mid, or Long
Duration). The Benchmark contains Vanguard ETFs because they covered all of our specific
Benchmarking needs. The SIMM Blended Benchmark challenges our abilities to pick individual
securities because it sets allocations equal.

S&P 500 Index: Widely regarded as the best single gauge of the U.S. equities market, this worldrenowned index includes 500 leading companies in leading industries of the U.S. economy.
Although the S&P 500® focuses on the large cap segment of the market, with approximately
75% coverage of U.S. equities, it is also an ideal proxy for the total market. S&P 500 is part of a
series of S&P U.S. indices that can be used as building blocks for portfolio construction. S&P 500
is maintained by the S&P Index Committee, a team of Standard & Poor’s economists and index
analysts, who meet on a regular basis. The goal of the Index Committee is to ensure that the
S&P 500 remains a leading indicator of U.S. equities, reflecting the risk and return
characteristics of the broader large cap universe on an on-going basis.

Thank You!
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Students in Money Management would like to thank you for all of your continued support.
Going forward, we will be sure to maintain and grow both the asset value of the fund as well as
the educational value for the St. Bonaventure School of Business as a whole. Please visit our
website at www.bonasimm.org, follow us on twitter @BonaSIMM and connect with us on
Facebook. For any follow-up questions or concerns, please contact Patrick Seeley at
piazzawc18 ChrisStarkweaher,at
Seeleypk20@bonaventure.edu
or Reed Hammond at hammonrt19@bonaventure.edu; we would
love to hear from you.
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